Election outcome difficile for many

This race for the presidency was an interesting one to say the least. As the weeks wound down to the vote day, candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump continued fighting for the White House. Whether you consider yourself a Democrat or a Republican, it still seemed hard to pick a side when both the candidates have so many downsfalls. Both Trump and Clinton have made some misleading claims that may have made you question whether or not you want to even vote at all. No one ever knows how presidential elections will turn out until they are over and this election kept all of America on our toes for a very long time.

Now that this nail-biting election is over, Trump supporters are rejoicing in his victory, a victory so under predicted that it was clear to see his own campaigned were a bit shell-shocked. Clinton supporters on the other hand have taken to the streets in protests targeting Trump buildings across the United States. Now being a person that is not extremely involved in politics, nor holding my own standpoint in this particular presidential election or even being old enough to vote at all, I can only say that I am only 17, it is still my belief that no matter what the outcome is, it is our duty as American citizens to respect the Commander-in-Chief whether we share his beliefs or not. However, I can also understand the utter disappointment that many Americans share after hearing the outcome. Clinton put so much of her energy into this race that even a Trump supporter, no matter how much discrepancy there and Clinton's viewpoints share, can see.

Clinton's loss is devastating to the millions of Americans who put their passion into her “bridge the divide” and change our country for better, but who says she can't still do this? Who says that she can't join forces with President-elect Trump and accomplish her goal after all, even though it might not be as president herself? So, I believe that instead of protesting, or mourning their devastating loss, supporters of Clinton should be getting out and spreading their word in a new way instead of wasting their energy trying to change something that is unchangeable. I do realize that this is easier said than done and, again being someone who is not very politically involved, I might not understand exactly what Clinton's support base is going through but I can't help but wonder what might happen if both sides joined together. I think that if we as a united nation can do this that would in fact make America great once and for all.

Opinion

Student challenges sensibility of teens and illegal substance use

In the United States alone, a national study revealed that 70 percent of high school seniors have admitted to alcohol use over the past year, 35 percent have admitted to marijuana use and about 20 percent have admitted to using other prescription and more “hard-core” drugs. So means that the majority of high school seniors have and or regularly use substances that are harmful to their brain. That also means over half of the new adults coming into the workforce are going to have a less “functional” if you will, brain. Generally that only goes for abusers of the substances, but for teens it becomes a lot easier to mess your brain up permanently.

So why is this the statistic for teenage drug and alcohol use so high? Honestly I have no idea. We have a ton of people literally making their brain function worse because of it. I like to seriously at a loss as to why all this is so popular because the long term effects can be so severe and are almost inevitable, so why would you do that to yourself? I mean I can understand a person enjoying the extremely short-term effects, but the long-term effects are so much greater that really makes me question their human intelligence.

Teens must know somewhere in that foggy head of theirs that it is probably not healthy to do that kind of thing so I ask you why? Have they already failed so badly at life that they’re resorts to killing their brains?
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Special order: More Ratatouille! Ever since I was a young kid, I have always loved animated productions, from cartoon TV shows to various films. One movie has remained in my recently watched list, one of my all-time favorites: Ratatouille.

From the soft pastel color schemes to its enchanting orchestral melodies, the 2007 film is a timeless classic. The story opens to a gloomy, rainy atmosphere of Paris, France, where it is shown how rats can be misunderstood and mistreated by humans. The main character, Remy (Patton Oswalt), is a rat with a passion for food and the culinary arts, but is limited by his species. Remy’s idol, Auguste Gusteau (Brad Garrett), is a chef and his son Alfredo Linguini (Lou Romane), who has no culinary talent, befriends Remy, who controls him by pulling his hair under his chef’s hat. Working in Gusteau’s restaurant, Remy experiments with cooking skills and lives out his dreams, but is fearful of the customers when the community discovers who is creating their food. Famous food critic, Anton Ego challenges the integrity of their food, so Remy whips up ratatouille, a dish that astonishes the critic.

Ratatouille is an animated film that entertains, but it does much more than just that. It teaches children to not judge by the way others look, to believe in their seemingly impossible dreams, and to explore ways to express themselves. In this century, we’ve faced many challenges with acceptance, and this movie shows how you get to know someone for their talents and ignore physical factors such as origin or species, we’ll be better for it. It also shows adults to believe in their aspirations and that while it may seem like the universe is working against them, they might just need a special ingredient, friendship, and as the movie states, “There is excellence all around you. You need only be aware to stop and savour it.”
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